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OPERATION • MAINTENANCE 

I STRUCTIONS 

RECORDING KVA DEMAND METERS 
(TYPES Rl-2, Rl-3, Rl-4, Rl-6..---lll-7, Rl-8, Rl-9, Rl-1 0, 

RI-32,(RI-38}! 
\.....,__,, ' 

Fig. 1-Type M-2 Recording KVA Demand Meter. 

INTRODUCTION 

Type RI recording Kva meters provide 

readings of Kwh, Kvarh, and Kvah, a record on 

one chart of Kw and Kva demand, and an 

indication of power factor. Power factor for 

any time interval such as the time of maximum 

demand and avarage monthly power factor may be 

computed from the chart. 

RI meters have two 

standard watthour meter 

sets of identical 

elements. One 

measures true watts, the other is connected 

through an external phase shifti'ng transformer 

to measure vars (reactive component ). The 

meter contains a ball-type differential 

mechanism arranged to add the motions of the 

SUPERSEDES l.L 42-414.18 

two mater elements vectorially and thereby 

drive a demand register in proportion to the 

vector sum of the kflowatts and kilovars. 

When used on 2-phase circuits, no phase

shifting transformers are necessary. 

The Kva demand record is made graphically 

upon a strip chart by a pen driven from the 

bail. Its rate of movement across the paper 

is proportional to the total Kva in the 

metered circuit. The Kw demand is obtained 

by means of a "stop" driven by the Kw gea!'ft 

train. At the end of the time interval, the 

pen is disengaged from the Kva gears and falls 

back until arrested by this 11stop11• It pauses 

momentarily and then is reset to zero. As the 
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TYPE RI RECORDING KVA DEMAND METER. ____________ _ 

paper chart is moving during this "resetting 

period", distinct vertical marks are made at 

both the Kva and Kw demand points. 

The clock mechanism which trips the pen and 

advances the paper may be any one of three 
types as follows: (1) all-electric operation 

in which a synchronous motor determines the 
time interval and winds up a spring which 

when tripped by the interval mechanism trips 

the pen and advances the chart; (2) a clock 

in which a svnchronous m0tor determines the 

time interval and a separate hand-wound spring 
mechanism trips the pen and advances the 

chart; (3) 3. mechanical unit in which a 35-
day hand-wound clock determines the time in

terval and a separate hand-wound mechanism 

trips the pen and advances the chart. All of 
these clocks are interchangeable. 

APPLICATION CHART 

TYPE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS 

RI-2 2 

RI-3 3 

RI-4 3 

RI-6 3 

RI-7 2 

RI-8 2-1/2 

RI-g 3 

RI-10 2 

RI-32 4 

RI-38 4 

INSTALLATION AND OPERATING 
INSTRUCTIONS 

The RI meter is designed to be either front 

or rear connected. As received, it is adapted 

for front connection. However, brass studs 
are included, which, when screwed into the 

terminals on the back of the meter, convert it 

into a rear connected meter suitable for 

mounting on a switchboard or any panel where 

the wiring is from the rear. Outline and 

drilling plans are shown in figs. 9 to 15. 

The meters are furnished with 15, 30, and 60 

minute intervals. Current capacities of 2.5, 

2 

CIRCUIT APPLICATION 

3-phase, 3 wire or 2-:phase, 3 or 4 wire 

3-phase, 4 wire wye 

Totalizing 1-phase, 2-wire and 3-phase, 
3-wire 

Totalizing 1-phase, 3-wire and 3-phase, 
3-wire 

3-phase, 4-wire delta-

3-phase, 4-wire wye 

3-phase, 4-wire delta 

2-phase, 5 wire 

Totalizing two 3-phase, 3-wire cir-
cults. 

Totalizing two 3-phase, 4-wire wye 
circuits. 

5, 15 and 50 amperes and voltage ratings of 
120, 240 and 480 volts are supplied. The 

meter may be supplied to have chart full scale 

equal to either 150% or lOO% nominal full 

load. The 2.5 and 5 ampere meters have direct 

reading charts and registers but a multiplier 

must be used for all indications on higher 

rating meters. 

The meter is manufactured in the types 

described in the table below. 

Mount the meter taking care to have 1t 

level. It is best to place the level on the 

top edges of the register. Connect according 
to the appropriate diagram of Figs. 16 to 31. 
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TYPE RI RECORDING KVA DEMAND METER ____________ u_. 4_2_·4 _14
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KNOB SPRING 
"oo" 

STOP SPRING 
PIN GEAR 

LATCH 
ARM 

Fig. 2-All Electric Clock· View of Mechanism. 

Remove the cord and pa�er used to secure the 

inkwell, 

discs. 

�hart and oen, hall carringe 

Place the KYa ball carefully 

and 

on 

cqrriage. Handle wtth care. If ball is 

accidentally dropped or o�herwise damaged, re

place with a �ew one. 

If the meter has an all-electric clock; 

check 

( Fig. 

the operation as follow3: The spring 

should have one and one-half turns 

tension just after tripping. If this co�di

tion has been disturbed, restore it as follsws 

before putting the meter in operation. Pull 

the latch arm down and allow the spring to run 

down. Turn the knob ''DD" slowly until the 

stop pin on the gear is in a neutral position 

just behind the trip latch. Then hold the 

spring gear and turn knob "DD" 1-1/2 turns. 

Release the spring gear so that the stop pin 

is held by the latch arm. Reset pointer on 

zero and turn the knob "DD" one revolution to 

check operation. 

If the meter has a hand-wound clock wind the 

springs �nd start the clock. The main spring 

used to determine the time interval should be 

Fig. 3-Su(;gested Method for Trimming Leading End of 
Paper Chart when Starting. 

wound every month. The main spring which 

advances the chart should be wound according 

to the following schedule. This also applies 

to those clocks which have a synchronous motor 

interval mechanism but a spring driven trip

ping and chart advancing mechanism. 

Interval of Meter 

15 minutes - every 15 days 

30 minutes - every 15 days 

60 minutes - every 60 days 

The regulation of the spring driven clock is 

accomplished in the usual manner, by moving 

the small arm of the escapement 

toward "F" or "S" as marked. 

mechanism 

Before inserting a new roll of chart paper 

cut the end as per Fig. 3. Slide the roll 

endwise over the spindle "W" ( Fig. 7) and 

bring the ends under the guides and over the 

roll "N". Loosen lock-nut "U" to allow roll 

"N" to turn freely. Slide the end of the 

paper into the slot in spool "X" and take 

several turns on this spool. See that the 

edges of the paper do not bind under the 
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TYPE RI RECORDING KVA DEMAND METER __________ __ _ 

guides nor rub against the sides of the metal 

frame holding the spool and that the pins of 

the roll "N" fit into perforations along the 

edge of the paper without tearing. The paper 

must lie tight against the roll. 

Remove small ink bottle and well. Fill 

bottle with ink supplied. Other inks may eva

porate too quickly and clog the pen. 

Fill the pen and start the ink flowing by 

moving the fine wire back and forth through 

the pen tip until ink appears on it. The wire 

must be removed during normal operations. 

Flow is best started in a "V" type pen by in

serting a razor blade in the ·�v" and drawing 

it back and forth until flow is started. 

Adjust zero as follows: Press the bell crank 

"H" (Fig. 7), allowing the pen to trip. If it 

does not reach zero, first determine whether 

it has been stopped by the kw stop "19" under 

the right side of the cross arm holding the 

pen. If it has, turn the kw worm, "A" to move 

the stop away from this arm. Then turn the 

corresponding worm "Aa" on the kva (left) side 

so that the pen rests on zero with the bell 

crank "H" held in the tripping position and 

turn worm "A" so that pin "G" is just in 

contact with sector "V". If the pen does not 

return to zero, but can be moved there by 

hand, move weight "C" further out on the cross 

arm. This weight should be set to make the 

pen return to zero even if the deflection was 

small. On the other hand, it should not be 

set in such a way that the pen returns with 

excessive speed from large deflections. The 

worms "A" and "Aa" actually move the gears 

with pins "G" and "Ga" which are stopped by 

sectors "V" and "Va". 

Check the zero setting as follows: Run the 

kvar disc alone enough revolutions to bring 

the pen up to the first fine line on the 

chart. This is equal to 1/5 of the revolu-

tiona as determined 

Demand Registration" 

in "Checking 

Section on 

Correct 

page 5., 
Loosen the thumb nut "u" and move the chart 

slightly to draw a line. If the pen is not 

exactly on the chart line turn worm ''Aa'' until 

this is accomplished. Rechec\{ by tri:cpi the 

pen and running the required number oC t'<:volu
tions again. 

4 

It may be observed that there is a slight 

variation in the zero setting•on successive 

resets. The amount of the variation depends 

on the capacity and interval of the meter and 

is unavoidable since on re-engagement, the 

worm wheel does not mesh in exactly the same 

way with the worm on each reset. By making 

several checks the best compromise can be 

established. 

Check the kw setting in the same manner as 

follows: First demesh the kva gearing by 

loosening the thumb screw "Z" (this screw has 

a left hand thread) and moving the interval 

wheel "Y" so that the trip arm "H" is on top 

of one of the small wheels. Then run the kw 

disc the same number of revolutions as above. 

Move the chart and if the pen is not exactly 

on the chart line readjust worm "A". 

Check that the pen makes distinct vertical 

marks at the end of the pen stroke and at the 

Kw demand point. Hold the bell crank in and 

then move the pen to a point near full scale 

and move the "Kw stop" to some point below. 

Then trip the clock-and observe the action. 

If unsatisfactory loosen the thumb screw "Z". 
(This screw has a left hand thread). Turn the 

interval wheel "Y" so that the trip lever is 

about half-way between the large and small 

rollers. Tighten thumb screw "Z" and recheck 

the operation. 

With the meter elements being driven, check 

for correct operation as follows: 

a. With both elements rotating at the same 

speed forward to the right, the P.F. pointer 

should indicate 70.7� lag. 

b. With the reactive meter at rest, the 

P.F. Pointer should indicate 100%. 

c. With the watthour meter at rest and the 

reactive meter rotating forward the indication 

should be 0% lag. 

d. With both meters rotating at the same 

rate but with the reactive meter reversed, the 

indication should be 70.7% lead. 

Calibration Adjustments 

There are four basic adjustments which may 

be made. On two and three-disc meters the 

adjustments are as follows: 
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Full load- moving iron discs above disc gap 

to the left increases meter speed and vice 

versa. 

equal to 1.5 Kw and 15 main division lines 

(at .1, .2, .3, etc. to 1.5). The number of 
main division lines to full load (1.0 Kw) is 

Light Load- Moving the screw at the left of 10. 
the fra�e and below the disc in the clockwise 

direction increases meter speed and 

versa. (F in label indicates fast). 

vice 

Phase Balance- Turning the screw at the left 

of the frame and above the disc, moves the 

balance plate in or out of the electromagnet. 

Moving the plate out decreases torque. 

Power Factor- Increasing the resistance of 

the loop mounted beside each electromagnet in

creases speed and vice versa. The loop is 

closed with a soldered joint and resistance is 

increased by closing the loop closer to the 

end of the wire. 

On four disc meters, the adjustments are 

the same except for the following: 

Full Load The keeper is located below the 

disc gap and must be turned to the right to 

increase speed. 

Light Load The adjustment screws are similar 

to those of the two and three element meters 

but are located alternately to the right and 

left of the frame. Those on the right are 

turned counterclockwise and those on the left 

are turned clockwise to increase speed. 

Phase Balance - The phase balance adjusters 

are accessible from the front of the meters. 

Turning them counterclockwise increases speed. 

Checking Correct Demand Registration of All 

Scale Points. 

The demand indication may be checked by 

noting the advancement of the pen for a defin

ite number of disc revolutions. It is recom

mended that only the Kw side of the meter be 

operated first and that the Kva gearing be 

demeshed. By means of the following formula 

the number of disc revolutions between main 

chart division lines ( .1, . 2 etc.) can be 

computed. 

KW Disc 

Revolutions Between 

Main Chart Lines 

25 x (Interval in Min
utes - 15, 30 etc.) 
Number of Main Divis
ion Lines to Full Load. 

For example the RI-2, 120 volt, 5 ampere, 15 

minute interval, full scale equal to 150% of 

full load meter, has a chart with full scale 

Using the above formula, 

KW Disc 

Revolutions Between 

Main Chart Lines 

25 X 15 

10 
37.5 

37.5 would also be the correct number for a 

similar meter in which full scale equals full 

load since there would still be 10 main 1ivi

sion lines to full load. For easy reference 

full load is always marked on the name plate. 

This formula is applicable to all meters. 

To check the Kva-gearing it is best to 

operate the Kw and Kvar elements at the same 

speed by connecting them directly in parallel. 

When this is done the formula becomes: 

Disc Revolutions 

Between Main 

Chart Lines 

.707 x 25 x (Interval in 
Minutes) 

Number of Main Division 

Lines to Full Load 

If there is a constant relation between 

the speed of the Kw and Kvar discs even though 

they are not the same, the deflection for a 

given number of revolutions may be computed. 

Placing Chart in Synchronism 

To set the chart in synchronism with actual 

time, turn the pointer on the calibrated dial 

(See item "cc" - Fig. 7) on the side of the 

clock until the escapement is released, allow

ing the chart to advance and the pen to trip. 

Then stop the discs of the meter and the motor 

(or mechanical clock by blocking the gear 

driving the escapement with a piece of paper). 

Loosen thumb screw "U" on the clock shaft 

which drives the chart, allowing the chart to 

be advanced freely. Rotate the chart until 

the pen is at the point where the present 

interval should have started and tighten the 

thumb screw. Set the pointer on dial "CC" to 

the number of minutes which have elapsed since 

the time indicated on the chart. Then 

the clock (or timing motor) and meter 

to operate. 

allow 

discs 
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TYPE RI RECORDING KVA DEMAND METER ____________ _ 

An example may make this clearer. Suppose 

the meter had a 15 minute interval and that it 

is 10:20 A.M. It is desired to start the 

next time interval at 10:30 A.M. First, the 

pen is tripped as described. Then the timing 

motor and meter discs are stopped. Next, the 

chart is advanced as described, so that the 

pen rests on the 10:15 A.M. point. The 

pointer is then set to indicate 6 minutes 

if the time is 10:21 (10:21 - 10:15), 7 min

utes if it is 10:22 etc . • . . . .  and the meter 

discs and the motor are allowed to start. 

MAINTENANCE 

General 

All RI registers should be given a periodic 

cleaning. The frequency of the servicing 

varies according to the conditions to which 

the device is subjected. 

It is not possible to specify in a general 

instruction leaflet any rigid rules to govern 

time intervals between servicing or inspec

tions. The conditions in application are so 

variable that dependence must be placed upon 

the expereince and judgement of the local 

operators. 

The register should be removed rrom the 

meter and the gearing cleaned with a good 

grade or clock cleaning fluid. It should be 

dried thoroughly arter cleaning. The register 

requires no lubrication. 

The meter elements are serviced in the usual 

manner ror watthour meters. 

With the exception of the motor and clock 

gear train all of the moving parts on these 

meters operate at low speeds and with practic-

ally no mechanical load. They, 

require very little lubrication. 

bearings are lubricated at 

therefore, 

The motor 

the factory. 

Motor maintenance is described in a separate 

publication "Demand Motor Maintenance Manual" 

which is available upon request. Also, com

plete repairing and overhauling service is 

available at the ractory. 

6 

Add a trace of oil 3#935736 

bearings in the clock. 

Changing Interval or Meter 

to the shaft 

Both the clock and the register must be 

changed in changing the interval of a meter. 

15 min. clocks may be converted to 30 minute 

clocks and vice versa, by the removal or addi 

tion of one large and one small roller on the 

wheel "Y". To convert to or from 60 minute 

Fiq. 4-Ball Type Differential Mechanism. 

interval clocks requires in addition a gearing 

change. A change in register gearing is in

volved in all interval changes. 

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

Ball Mechanism 

The ball mechanism is shown in detail in 

Fig. 4. Two horizontal shafts are driven by 

the meter elements. As shown in Fig. 5, these 

shafts terminate in driving discs which are 

located so that the lines from the center of 

the ball to the two points of contact are at 
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Side 
View 

Rl�l� v J �I 

Reactive Kva 
Hour Meter 

�r_��·D 
da 

r=:zx · a . 

Kw Hour Meter 

Fiq. 5-Action of Ball Mechanism at 70.7% Loqqlnq Power 
Factor. 

90 degrees from each other. This g ives the 
ball a resultant motion which it in turn tran
smits to the driven disc shown at the top. 
This driven disc is swiveled in Jewel bearings 
to follow the vectorial direction of the sur

face of the ball. It, in turn, drives the Kva 
demand mechanism of the register. Figs. 5 and 
6 define this action. 

The driving discs "d1" and "d2" cause the 
ball to rotate about the axis, "X-Y", the 
position of this axis being determined by the 
relative speeds of the driving discs. The 
speed of the ball is equal to the vector sum 
of the disc speeds. The driven disc (being 

@-> 
i':rom Watt� 

dz hour Meter 

Unity PoW'er Factor Lagqing- Zero Power Factor Ldgging 
(dt Stationary) {d2 S!ationLry) 

pivoted) shifts its angular position according 
to the power factor. Thus, by the addition of 
a pointer and a stationary dial marked accord
ing to the cosines of the angles, power factor 
indication is obtained. 

It is evident that if the watthour and re
active meters are rotating forward at equal 
speeds ... the condition at 70.7% 13.gging power 
factor ... the two discs, "d1" and "d2" run at 
equal speeds and the ball will rotate about a 
horizontal axis, "X-Y" I in the plane or the 
paper. If we draw a radius, "a"; from the 
disc "d1" perpendicular to the axis, '"X-Y", 
and a radius· "b", from the point of contact 
of "d2", radii "a" and "b" will then be pro
portional to the speed of the watthour and re
active meters. The wheel "W", rotates at a 
speed proportional to the radius, "c", which 
is somewhat greater than "a" or "b". It is 
evident that the two triangles, "a-b-c", are 
equal, and it can be proved that they are 
equal at all power factors. Since "a-b-c" is 
a right triangle, c zVa2 + b2 • • •  the vector sum 
of "a" and "b", the integrated motion of "W" 
is then the vector sum of the motions of the 
watthour and reactive meters, and is equiva
lent to Kva-hours. The wheel, "W" is mounted 
in a frame which moves about the axis perpen
dicular to the frame in which "X-Y" moves, and 
the axis would, if extended, pass through the 
center of the ball. As the axis, "X-Y" 
shifts, the wheel, "W" takes a position so 
that it always rolls on a great circle with a 

speed proport.1,onal to the radius "c". 

80% Power 
Factor Laqginq 

y 

70.7% Power Factor l.Hdinq 
{d 1 Reversed) 

Fiq. &-Action of Ball Mechanism at Various Power Factor 

Values. 
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Details of Operation 

Fig., 1 shows the actions of the various 

parts of the meter mechanism. Under load the 

disc shaft DW (right hand side ) drives: 

a. The watthour register through 

assemblies 23, 12, 13 and 14. 

shaft 

b. One side of the ball through shaft 

assemblies 23, 27, and 30. 

c. The stop 19, which determines 

demand record on the paper, through 

assemblies 23, 9, 10 and 25, 

the Kw 

shaft 

At any other than unity power factor, the 

disc shaft DR (left hand side) also rotates 

and drives: 

a. The Kvarh register (not shown ). 

b. The other side of the ball through shaft 

assemblies 28 and 29. 

Wheel 33 supports the ball at a third 

point, is driven by it and through gearings 

32, 32a, 34, 31, 24, 12a, 13a and 14a records 

the total kilovolt-ampere hours on the Kva 

register. The pen is driven through the addi

tional shaft assemblies 9a, lOa, and 26 and 

connecting rod 20. 

At the end of the time interval the trip

ping latch "H", pushing against the tripping 

rod "Fn, first moves the cradle which carries 

one end of the shaft 9a and disengages the 

wormwheel of shaft 9a from the worm on shaft 

24 and allows the pen to fall back until 

arrested by the kilowatt stop 19, which has 

not, as yet been disengaged; the pen is held 

here momentarily until the rod "F" moves far 

enough to disengage the wormwheel on shaft 9 

from the worm on shaft 23 allowing the pen to 

reset to zero. 

The weight of the pen and pen-arm is 

counterbalanced by weight nan and the adjust

able weights "C" which return it to the zero 

position when its driving gears are dis

engaged. 

When falling to the zero position, the 

rotation of the worms on shaft 9 ana 9a moves 

the swiflging sectors "vn and "va" against 

which the pins "G" and nGa" eventually strike 
and thus limits the backward movement of the 

pen. When the pressure on the rod "F" is re

lieved springs "E" and "Ea" remesh the pen 

mechanism. 

At the proper time i�terval the reset 

wheel 11Y" is rotated one-half turn, causing a 

movement of bell-crank "H" and a consequent 

tripping of the pen. Two rollers on wheel "Y" 
set at 90° to each other actuate the bell 

crank. The first always actuates the Kva mesh 

and the second (larger then the first ) releas

es the Kw mesh on shaft 9. Just before.the per: 

begins to fall back, however, the gear 11JJn 

rotates and advances the paper. 

The paper chart unrolls from spindle "W" 

passes upward over the face of the roll 11N11 

and rerolls on the belt driven spool "X11• 

ACCESSORIES 

Ratchets 

Ratchets are supplied to prevent reverse 

rotation of either Kw or Kvar shafts individ

ually in case of reversal of power flow or 

change from lagging to leading power factor. 

A double ratchet is also supplied to prevent 

reverse rotation of both shafts in case of 

reversal of power. 

The single ratchet gears are applied on 

the 23 and 29 shafts for the Kw and Kvar sides 

respectively. It is necessary to remove these 

shafts and slip and gear on the ends. The 

pawl assembly is clamped on the register 

frame. 

The double ratchet assembly (Fig. 8) is 

fastened by two screws to the back of the ball 

mechanism support. The 29 and 30 shafts must 

be removed from the register and the crown 

gears removed from the shaft so that the two 

loose gears supplied can be slipped on these 

shafts. Align these gears with those on the 

ratchet assembly and tighten them. 
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TYPE Rl RECORDING KVA DEMAND METER 

Flrq. 8--Double Ratchet (Rear VIew). 

Alarm Contaots. 

Alarm contacts are provided for the Kw 

side only. �he assembly is mounted onto the 

rear or the register and the sector meshes 

with the gear on the 25 shaft. 

Heaters 

Heaters are provided for operation under 

low temperature conditions. Bases are drilled 

for the mounting of these units and they are 

wired as shown in the connection diagrams. 

Phase-Shifting Transformers 

Internal connections of the phase-shift

ing transformers are shown in detail in the 

wiring diagrams • 

REPAIRS AND RENEWAL PARTS 

Where facilities are limited or where 

only a small number of meters are used, it is 

recommended that the meters be returned to the 

factory for repairs. When returning a meter 

for repairs obtain a Returned Material Tag 

from the District Office so as to avoid delay 

in identifying the shipment • 

When ordering renewal parts, give the 

entire nameplate reading. Always give the 

name of the part wanted. Check Renewal Parts 

Data 42-414 for aid in identifying parts. 

10 

Flrq. 8-0utllne Dlmenslona. Typet� RI-2. -7. -8, -10 Meten 
with Stud. Coven. 

METER 

:5te OIA. • 3 MOUNTING STUDS 

Flrq. lO-Outllne Dlmeulons. Type1 Rl-3.. .(. .f. -1. ..az. -38 
Meten with Stud. Coven. 

I>J.J..fNI 8 IN. !oliN. ABOVE METER FOR COVER WHEN O�EN 

Flrq.l l-Outllne Dlmenslona. Typet� Rl-2. -7.-8.10 Meten with 
HlDrqe Coven. 
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TYPE Rl RECORDING KVA DEMAND METER 

GIIIRAL IOTIS 
The data 011. tb1a page II typtoe1 and II bued 
on Type 111·2, 5-ampere, l.2().volt, 60-aycle 
metara. 

REOISTER AlfD CHART DATA 
l!le¢ttar ratio (RJ -3,000. 
GNr ratio (RJ -15,000. 
THt OOII.Itant (XJ ..:2,400. 
PiDiozl on dllo �haft, rlqht-lw!.d-12 teooth. 
PiDiozl on dllo �haft, lelt-lw!.d-24 teeth. 

GNr 011. fint lh.afl In reoWer, . rlqltt·iuuld or 
kw...aa..-eo teeth. 
GNr 011. fint lh.afl In mgWer, lelt-ltand or 
reactl�120 tMtlt. 
full-load of d.uwu:l oltan--1 kw. 
Full·aoale of d.uwu:l oltan--1.5 kw. (or 1 kw). 

IIDI'l'l:liiDJI.TA 
RPM at SOO watta per elament:-28. 
Wattltour OOII.Itant (X.)-%. 

BUJU)EIIII 
ValUM vt .. n .,. fof alln4fle elemoont at Nteol.......,nt and""''- (lliO-YO!t bula) 

Rl-32, Rl·38 Met... 
CvnaiCoil ................................... . l'oln.llal Coil ................................... . l'oln.llal Coil (I:VAR olde ol R!-32 ..-, llloloulla9 1:-3 phuo lhiflln; lr.....,.or) .. 

t=lS :::�:�:���:�:;:�� � .... r. ����--................ . 
LHcllaq phuo)2)'. .. .. .. . . . .  . ...... ......... ... .. 

RI Moot.. !OA� Cunut Coil .................... : ........ ..... . . l'oln.llal Coil (EW olde) ......................... . l'oln.llal Coil (I:VAR oldo ol 3-phuo, 3-wtn ..-, llloladlaq 1:-3 phuo ahlltmq truaiLmur)•• =::=1:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
....... 1101 Coil (I:VAR elde ol 3-phuo, 4-wtn 12li � ...... � 1:·8 phuo lhiflln; lrlonur) .. 
t::=:=g:::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::: 

Ph.- 8hlftlna """""'-E-3. 1:-4, 1:-7. U Phuo Slallllaq Tr.....,... (oaoh 

ti�·iilditi,;Q.'Ti��·i.iioiio.ii-i: ::::::::: 

w.u. v ... "'·'· 

.89 .315 .a '" 13.8 :u 13.8 18 
23.7 -11.8� �-3 -=* 23.7 19.4 14.8 
:au �.9 21.2 27 28.9 -10.3� 27.0 --� 

.89 .ae .a '" 9.2 1.9 9.0 � 
18.'1 - 7.2t 18.1 1:t 17.3 13.8 10.7 
23.0 18.1 17.4 88 
as - 5.7t 21.8 -aet 
1.28 .88 .89 70 12.0 1.7 11.8 18 

�.8 -��,� 17.7 "1i� 21.8 13.7 

27.3 18.1 � .. • 
28 - 9.1� :au -ast 

4.1 1.3 3.9 31 11.0 :a.e 10.8 28 
t If ph.- - II 1·2-3 0.. pAlM 1.:1 ._ phuo 3-2 lir 60" ...a 1111wr-. oaiW IM...:.:: ,.._ ...a .......... ,. pM. 3-2 II ooiLocl 1M ........ 
t � .......... tlaoi-II ...... WMello .. tr ....... 

[lflfJIII'!Ill....._loi.U.._.._!,.O._Jitlo""!H � 120" &II<! II tlumolor. a01lod tho � pM. . .. no1,. pM. 3-0 II ooll<lcl tholoadlaq phuo. 

OUTLIH€ Q!W:HSIONS 

I.L. 42-414.1 C 

D!!!I.LING PLAH 

Flq. 12--0utllne Dlmenalons. Typett RI.S. -4. -8. -9. -32. -38 
Metera with Hlnqe Covera. 

Flq.l3-0utllne Dlmenalons. Typett Rl-2. ·7 • .a. ·10 Melen. 
Flulh Type. 
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TYPE RI RECORDING KVA DEMAND METER 

''4 �75te 
PANEL 8u116 

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS 

11132 IliA. 14 HOLES! 

DRILLING PLAN 

Flq. 14-0udine Dlm4malou. Types RI-3. -4. -6, -9, 32. -38 
Meters, Flub Type. 

Fiq. IS-Outline Dimensions, Types K-1. ·3. -4. ·5. -1.-9 Phase 
Shifttnq Trarudormera. 

WIBING DIAGRAMS- FRONT VIEW 

/SYN. MOTOR 

THERMOSTAT WHEN USED 

Fiq. 16-Type RI-2, 3-Phase. 3-Wire. Usinq K-3 Phase Shiftinq Trarudormer. 
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TYPE RI RECORDING KVA DEMAND METER --------------�·=·l=-. _:_:42-414.1 c. 

PHASE A 
PHASE 

SER I ES 
COILS 

WIRING DIAGRAMS-· FRONT VIEW 
---------------------------------. 

SYN. MOTOR 

FlQ.l7-Type RI-2, 2-Phase. 4-Wlre. 

MOD& 

POTENTIAL TRANSFORMERS 
WHEN USED SHOULD BE 
CONNECTED AS SHOWN AT 

c LEFT. 
"' 
0 
....1 

l-"iQ.l8-Type RI-2. 3-Phase, 4-Wire, Delta. UsinQ One 2-Wlre and One 3-Wire Current Transformer and K-7 Phase ShiftlnQ 
Transformer. 
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TYPE RI RECORDIN G ICVA DEMAND METER ____________ _ 

WIRING DIA GRAMS- FRONT VIEW 

SYN.MOTOR 

THERMOSTAT WHEN USED. 
WHEN ALARM CONTACTS ARE USED 
CON NECT HERE 8 CONNECT HEATER 
TO MOTOR TERMINALS. 

FIQ. 19-Type RI-2. 3-.Pbase. 4-WIN "Y"' UIIIDQ TbrM 2-WIN Current Tra!Wormen and K-5 PbaM Sblftinq T�. 

14 

: --seiiesCO!i
I 
I 

I 
I 

1 .......+-++-+4---..'!A �+-!+-+-+-. 
I 

I 

Fora/arm 
contacts 

when used 

NOTE:--Go n ne c t io ns a r e  
shown for forward rotation o f  re· 
active element on lag�ing power 
{actor when phase sequence is 
I•.2•3· 

For for ward rot ation on oppo. 
site phase sequence or on leading 
power factor, reverse l eads V 4 and 
V61 and reverse leads v. and V<t 
and re(•erse leads V $ and V 11• 

Fig. 26-Type RI-3. 3-Phase. 4-Wire "Y" Using K-4 Phase Shifting Tranaformer. 
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TYPE RI RECORDING KVA DEMAND METER __ __ _ ______ L_L._42
_
·4

_
14

_
1
_
c 

WIRING DIAGRAMS- FRONT VIEW 

- --
·
--- -----

Sinqle Phose 
Compensator 

I �./',.,.---,-,-, 

Syn/'fotor 
Connect motor 
'and neater /Jere 
when one set of 
olarm contacts 
.are used 

lieater 
when used 

Llln�+---H�� Phase Sh1ftinq 
Transformer 

������==����====� 
-����������������C�om�m�o�n=� 

NOTE:-Co nn e c t i ons a r e  
shown for forward rotation of 
reactive element on lagging power 
factor when phase sequence is I-2, 
2-3, 3·I. For forward rotation on 
opposite phase sequence, .,. on 
leading power factor, reverse leads 
V • and V, and reverse leads V • 
and Vr. 

Fig. 21-Type Rl-4 Totalizing 3-Phase. 3-Wire and Singlephase 2-Wire, Using K-3 Phase ShiJting Transformer. 

I 
.Sinqle Phose 
Compensator 

\ I r-+-+H+-""'v"..r-H++-4---. \ 

-· - ··--
-
�--t-Syn. l'totor 

Connect motor 
ond /Jeoter here 

NOTE:-Co nnect i o ns arc 
shown for forward rotation of 
reactive element on lagging power 
factor when phase sequence is 1-2, 
2-3, 3- z. For forward rotation on 
opposite phase sequence, or on 
leading power factor, reverse leads 
V, and V • and reverse leads V 0 
and v1. 

fig. 22-Type Rl-4. Totalizing Three Phase. 3-Wire, and Singlephase 3-Wire, Using One 3-Wire Current Transformer (Sin· 
qlephase Circuit) and K-3 Phase Shifting Transformer. 
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TYPE RI RECORDING KVA DEMAND METER _______
_____ _ 

16 

WIRING DIAGRAMS-- FRONT VIEW 

SHUNT COILS 

!__-ALARM CONTACTS 
WH£N US£D 

, 
�£AT£R WHEN USED 

THERMOSTAT WHEN USED 

Fiq. 23-TYJMJ Rl-8. Tol.alblnq 3-PhaM. 3-Wire cmd SIDQiephaae 3-W�re ualn9 K-3 Phaae Shlftln9 Trcmsformer. 

Synchronous __,.--- tfotor 

I 
Connectmotor& 

heater here when 

·one set of alarm 
contacts are used 

NOTE:-Connectio ns art 
shown for forward nJlation of 
reactive component element on 
logging power factor when phase 
,�equence is 1�2, ��3, J"'L 

For opposite phase sequence, 
change potential canne,tion co 

reaaive component meter from 
6-.5 and 1-4 to 5·6 and 4·1. 

Fig. 24-Type RI-7. 3-Phase. 4-Wire Delta Using K-7 Phase Shifting Transformer. 
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TYPE RI RECORDING KVA DEMAND METER ___ ____ __
__ 1

_
.t.

_
4

_
2-4

_
14

_
.1

_
c 

WIRING DIAGRAMS- FRONT VIEW 

Connect motor qnd 1 heqter here when 
one set of q/qrm 
contqct:s are used 

Heater when used 

NOTE:-Voltage B-5 is 90" 
from I -2, voltage 6-9 is 90• {rom 
voltage 2-3. (numerals refer to 
compensator). 

Connections as shown {or fag
ging Power Factor when phase 
sequence is I-2·3· l{ phas' se
quence is 3-2· I change potential 
connections to RKV AH Meter 
from 8-5 and 6-9 to 5-8 and 9-6. 

Earlier models of the Rl-8 
meters used the Type K-3 com
pensator requiring different con
nections. 

For forward rotation on leading 
power {actors, leads il-5 and 6-o 
must be reversed. 

Fiq. 25-Type RI-B. 3-Phase. 4-Wire "Y" Usinq Two Potential Transformers and K-5 Phase SbiftinQ Transformer. 

HEATER WHEN USED. 

fig. 26-Type Rl-8. 3-Phase. 4-Wire "Y" Usinq Three Potential Transformers and K-4 Phase Sbiftinq Transformer. 
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TYPE RI RECORDING KVA DEMAND METER ____________ _ 

.�3 N.., 
'-...j 

18 

!ERIES 
COLS 

WIRING DIAGRAMS--- FRONT VIEW 

5yn. 
t!otor 

NOTE:-Co nne ct i o ns a r e  
-1hown for forward rotation of reac
tive element on la gging power 
factor when t>hase sequence is r-2, 
2-3, 3-1. For forward rotation 
on opposite phase sequence, or 
on leading power factor, reverse 
leads V0 and V 41, reverse lead.1 
V, and V,, and revene lead., V, 
and V,1• 

FIQ. 27-Type RI-9 3-Pbcme. 4-Wln Delta UslnQ K-9 Pbcme ShlftlnQ TrallBformer. 

SHI.MT COILS 

Fiq. 28-Type RI-10, 2-Pbase. 5-Wire. 

MOTOR 

NOT&-
OON NECTJONS ARE SHOW N 

FOR FOR�D ROTATlON OF 
REACTIVE ELEM�T ON LAGGING 
POWER FACTOR W ITH PHASE 
ROTATION 1·3-2·4 

FOR FORWARD ROTATION 
ON OPPOSITE PHASE SEQUENCE 
OR ON LEADING POWER FACTOR, 
REVERSE LEADS A a A' AND 
REVERSE LEADS B a B' 
EXTERNAL LY AT THE METER. 

�� 
..... ,,.,/ 
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TYPE RI RECORDING KVA DEMAND METER __ _______ ___ L L_._42_·4_14_-1c. 

WIRING DIAGRAMS·- FRONT VIEW 

NOTE-Voltage 4·5 is 9<:1' from voltage 1·2. 
Voltage 6-7 is 90" from voltage 3-2. Con· 
nections· are made for forward rotation of Ktlo· 
var elements when power factor is lagging and 
phase rotation is 1·2, 2-3 and 3-l. 

If phase rotation Is reversed leads 4 and 5 must 
be reversed at reactive component meter or at the 
ph�se shifting transformer; also leads 6 and 7 
must be reversed. 

If it is desired to use meier on leading power 
factors. leads 4 and 5 must be reversed, also leads 
6and 7. 

Fig. 29-RI-32. Totalizing, Two 3-Phase, 3-Wire Circuits Using K:-3 Phase Shifting Trtm.aformers. 

TYPE Rl-38 RECORDING DEMAND METER 
TOTALIZING TWO 3 PHASE 4 WIRE CIRCUIT 

USING 'NPE 1(-5 �ASE SHIFT!� TRANSFORMER 
CONNECTICJ>.J DIAGRAM 

i='RONT Vnt .. w 

Fig. 30-RI-38. Totalizing Two 3-Phase, 4-Wire "Y" Circuits UIII.Dq Two Potential Transformers per Circuit and K:-5 Phase 
ShUting Transformers. 
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TYPE RI RECORDING KVA DEMAND METER-------------

Type K-4 Phase 
Shiftinq Trans. 

l��61 

�-�ov-.r��-v-·-' � 

�'"'"'�-" 

� vv 

� 
II 

"" 

Terminals 1 2rn5 6 

Type K-4-
Phase 

��ill 
�

n
h�fl- I 

Trans. 
23 56 

-� � 

I 

1 8 9L, 

-

J 

I� II [ 
;;JJ 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 2 

Neutral 

Neutral 

2 23 (24 5 26 

- -
-..'--

Load 

La a 

NOTE-Connections os shown for forword rota
tion of reoctive element on loqging power foetor 
when phose sequence is 1-2-3. 

If phase sequence is 3-2-1 c honge potentiol con
nections to X::ilovar elements from 4-5 and 6-4 t() 
5-4 ana 4-6. 

Fiq. 31-RI-38. Totallzinq. Two 3-Phcme. 4-Wlre. ''Y" Circuits Ualnq Three PotenUal Transformers per Circuit and J:-4 Phase 
Shiftinq Transformers. 

WESTINGHOUSE 
METER DEPARTMENT 

ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
RALEIGH, N.C. 
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